
 
Lots 101 - 110

Lot #101: THREE PRE-COLUMBIAN JADE 
PENDANTS  
All of stylized vultur god form, from Costa Rica 
of varying grey and blue green jade; 2 1/8, 2 3/8 
and 2 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #102: PRE-COLUMBIAN JADE 
NECKLACE  
Strand of jade beads interspersed with gold and 
silver spacer beads, pendant is Costa Rican Ax 
God pendant of blue green jade; pendant: 3 1/4 
in., necklace: 18 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 2000.00 - $ 3000.00

 

Lot #103: TWO PRE-COLUMBIAN JADE 
PENDANTS  
One on gold chain of pointed ovoid form in dark 
green stone, the other simple ax form celt of 
jade, probably Costa Rican; 2 1/8 and 1 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00 

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/101.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/102.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/103.htm


 

Lot #104: PRE-COLUMBIAN SHELL 
NECKLACE  
Strand of shell beads of round cylindrical form 
interspersed with gold disk spacers, central 
pendant of bird-form with large beak; 25 1/2 in., 
pendant: 2 3/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

 

Lot #105: AMPHORA-FORM NECKLACE  
Strand of small hollow gold ovoid beads 
alternated with suspended hollow gold amphora-
form pendants; 20 1/2 in.  
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 900.00

 

Lot #106: GOLD POMEGRANATE 
PENDANT NECKLACE  
Strand of doubled up granulated beads alternated 
with suspended hollow gold pomegranate-form 
pendants decorated with granulation; 15 in.,166 
grams. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #107: NECKLACE WITH GOLD AND 
FAIENCE PENDANTS  
Gold chain necklace with beads with incised and 
stamped decoration; 14 in., pendants: 1 in.  
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/104.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/105.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/106.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/107.htm


 

Lot #108: WHITE STONE FACE PENDANT 
ON GOLD CHAIN  
Simple stylized head of white stone, on gold 
chain stamped 750 (18k); pendant: 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #109: GOLD AND SILVER HOLLOW-
BEAD NECKLACE AND EARRINGS  
The necklace a strand of hollow pointed oval 
shape silver beads with granulated gold spacers, 
the earrings of hollow oval beads, with lentoid 
bead terminators; necklace: 16 1/2 in., earrings: 
1 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #110: PEARL BRACELET  
Strand of grey baroque pearls alternated with 
hollow gold beads decorated with twisted wire 
circles, clasp marked 14k, all other gold 
unmarked and untested; 7 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00
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Lots 111 - 120

Lot #111: BLACK PEARL NECKLACE  
Strand of black baroque pearls alternated with 
hollow gold filigree beads, tongue of clasp 
marked 14k, all other gold unmarked and 
untested; 17 in. 
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

 

Lot #112: PEARL NECKLACE  
Strand of black baroque pearls alternated with 
tubular textured gold spacers; 16 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

 

Lot #113: PEARL NECKLACE 
Strand of golden hued baroque pearls 
alternating with hollow gold filigree beads; 21 
1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/111.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/112.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/113.htm


 

Lot #114: TWO PAIRS OF PEARL 
EARRINGS  
One pair of grey baroque pearls with textured 
gold cones, the other pair similar but smooth 
pearls, wire hook on one pair stamped 18k, all 
the other gold unmarked and untested; 3/4 and 1 
in., approx. 12-13mm. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

 

Lot #115: THREE PAIRS OF PEARL 
EARRINGS  
One pair of matched black baroque pearls, one 
pair with one black and one white pearl, and one 
pair with grey pearls; all on gold posts, back 
marked 14k, largest pearls approx. 10mm, the 
smallest approx. 7mm. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00

 

Lot #116: PEARL NECKLACE  
Strand of large baroque pearls of off white 
color, alternated with hollow gold beads 
decorated with twisted wire circles, tong of 
clasp marked 14k, all other gold unmarked and 
untested; 20 in. 
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

 

Lot #117: PEARL NECKLACE  
Strand of grey baroque pearls alternated with 
granulated gold spacers; 17 in. 
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/114.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/115.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/116.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/117.htm


 

Lot #118: GOLD AND PEARL NECKLACE 
WITH MATCHING EARRINGS  
Strand of hollow oval beads interspersed with 
baroque pearls, with granulated gold spacers, 
the earrings hollow and a darker gold color; 
necklace: 21 3/4 in., earrings: 1 1/8 in.  
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

Lot #119: GOLD AND PEARL NECKLACE  
Strand of white baroque pearls with gold cap 
spacers, 15 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

Lot #120: GOLD AND BLACK PEARL 
NECKLACE  
Strand of double funnel shaped gold beads 
interspersed with baroque black pearls; 17 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00
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Lots 121 - 130

Lot #121: ALEXANDER CALDER (1898-
1976): STEEL BEAD AND HAMMERED 
BRONZE NECKLACE 
Overall length: 14 1/2 x 3 in. This piece is 
registered in the archives of the Calder 
Foundation under application #A23862. 
Estimate: $ 20,000.00 - $ 30,000.00

 

Lot #122: ALEXANDER CALDER (1898-
1976): HAMMERED SILVER AND CLOTH 
NECKLACE  
16 x 3 in. This piece is registered in the archives 
of the Calder Foundation under application 
#A23861. 
Estimate: $ 10,000.00 - $ 20,000.00

 

Lot #123: LURISTAN HORSE BIT  
Bronze end of a bit in the form of a winged 
ibex, with hole in body for the rest of the bit; 5 
3/8 x 4 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 400.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/121.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/122.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/123.htm


 

Lot #124: LURISTAN STAMP  
Bronze pendant of double-headed bird form 
with broad flat bottom with incised cruciform 
pattern; 2 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00

 

Lot #125: LURISTAN BRONZE FINIAL  
In form of double-headed bird, 1 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

 

Lot #126: THREE NEO-BABYLONIAN 
FERTILITY FIGURES  
The 3 female figures with hands cupping or just 
under their breasts; 5, 5 1/4 and 6 5/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00 

 

Lot #127: SYRIAN FERTILITY FIGURE  
Female terracotta figure of flattened form with 
stippled decoration; 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 400.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/124.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/125.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/126.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/127.htm


 

Lot #128: CERAMIC ROOSTER AND 
BULL'S HEAD FRAGMENT  
The rooster with label "Its Buddhist," the other, 
possibly Iranian; rooster: 3 1/4 in., Bull's head: 
2 1/2 x 3 in.  
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

Lot #129: IRANIAN BULL'S HEAD 
RHYTON  
Drinking cup in the form of a bull's head with 
spout for neck, hole at nose for drinking; 9 1/4 x 
4 in. Thermoluminescence test by Daybreak, 
report available. 
Estimate: $ 2000.00 - $ 3000.00

Lot #130: IRANIAN GREY SCHIST GAME 
PIECE  
Of squared conical form with deep grooves 
separating sections, side decorated with incised 
circles, drilled at top; 3 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00
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Lots 131 - 140

Lot #131: PERSIAN SMALL 
TERRACOTTA BOWL 
Of shallow form with 2 bull heads on either side 
of the rim, on 3 nub feet; 6 5/8 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #132: FOUR PERSIAN TERRACOTTA 
FERTILITY FIGURES 
6 1/4 to 7 in.  
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

 

Lot #133: TWO PERSIAN VASES 
Both terracotta, one of ovoid flat form with 
incised decoration, the other with tall foot and 
red decoration; 5 1/8 and 6 3/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #134: EGYPTIAN BRONZE AMULET 
OF HARPOCRATES  
Small seated male child, wearing the double 
crown with side lock of youth, loop for 
suspension on back; 2 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00 

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/131.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/132.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/133.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/134.htm


 

Lot #135: TWO EGYPTIAN FAIENCE 
USHABTIS  
Larger with brilliant blue glaze, wearing a kilt 
with one arm crooked holding the flail, the other 
with arms by his side, of classic mummiform 
pose; 2 and 4 3/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

 

Lot #136: EGYPTIAN ALABASTRON  
A tall rounded cylinder with 2 small ear 
handles, missing its top rim; 9 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00

 

Lot #137: GRECO PERSIAN BRONZE 
LIBATIAN BOWL  
Bronze bowl with knob in bottom of bowl with 
incised rosette surrounding it; 5 7/8 in. diam.  
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #138: BEOTIAN-TYPE GREEK 
TERRACOTTA HORSE  
Of simple stylized form with painted 
decoration; 7 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/135.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/136.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/137.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/138.htm


 

Lot #139: GREEK TERRACOTTA FIGURE 
OF APHRODITE  
Molded hollow figure leaning on a herm; 8 1/2 
in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

Lot #140: GREEK FRESCO PAINTING  
Of a warrior mounted on horseback, facing left, 
with pediment bordered by meander under 
palmette; 57 x 41 1/2 in. Purchased from 
Thomas Howard Sneyd in 1990, exhibited by 
him in the International Show at the Armory in 
New York City in September 1989. Provenance: 
Charles Ratton, Paris, 1970. 
Estimate: $ 5000.00 - $ 10,000.00
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Lots 141 - 150

Lot #141: GREEK FRESCO PAINTING  
Of a warrior mounted on horseback, with 
triangular pediment defined by meander border 
below a palmette, figure faces right, set in 
cement board, mounted for hanging; 57 x 41 in. 
Of a type found in Paestum Italy, purchased by 
Ms. Birch in 1990 from Thomas Howard Sneyd, 
exhibited in the International Show at the 
Armory in New York Cuty in September 1989. 
Provenance: Charles Ratton, Paris, 1970. 
Estimate: $ 5000.00 - $ 10,000.00

 

Lot #142: LARGE ETRUSCAN 
TERRACOTTA STAMNOS AND 
ASSOCIATED COVER  
The ovoid footed bowl with concentric arches 
centering buttons in relief beneath triangular-
banded shoulder, flanked by double ring 
handles, the cover with arches and top-form 
knop; 22 3/4 x 19 1/2 in. Thermoluminescence 
tested by Daybreak, report available. 
Estimate: $ 8000.00 - $ 10,000.00

 

Lot #143: ROMAN BRONZE EAGLE  
With folded wings forming a heart shape, 
incised feather patterns, probably a vessel 
mount; 2 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/141.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/142.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/143.htm


Lot #144: ROMAN BRONZE ROOSTER 
HEAD  
Lid of vessel with hinge at back of neck, with 
relief feathers with incised details, and holes at 
the eyes and ears; 3 3/4 in.  
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #145: PERSIAN BRONZE BOWL 
Of octagonal form and flat bottom; 3 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 150.00 - $ 250.00 

 

Lot #146: SASSANIAN-STYLE BRONZE 
BOWL  
With repousse relief decoration of gamboling 
gazelles with entrelac band below rim and 
rounded bottom with gazelle resting under a 
tree; 6 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #147: SASSANIAN-STYLE SILVERED 
BRONZE BOWL  
Flat footed bowl with silvered low relief of a 
gazelle with its young, resting in a rocky 
landscape with trees; 1 1/4 in., 8 3/4 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/144.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/145.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/146.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/147.htm


 

Lot #148: THREE ISLAMIC BOWLS  
White-glazed footed ceramic bowls of shallow 
conical form, 2 have blue-glazed cross under 
clear glaze, the largest with lightly incised 
flower decoration; 3 3/4, 4 3/8 and 5 7/8 in. 
diam. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00

Lot #149: TWO ISLAMIC JUGS  
Glazed ceramic handled pitchers; 5 1/4 and 8 
1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

Lot #150: THREE ISLAMIC 
INCANTATION BOWLS  
Of simple shallow rounded cup form, terracotta 
with partly legible inscriptions inside, used for 
casting magical spells; 5 5/8, 6 1/4 and 6 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00
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Lots 151 - 160

Lot #151: NEAR EASTERN GILT-METAL 
INLAID BRONZE FLORIFORM VASE  
The tulip-form 6-lobed bowl with raised 
vinework panel, the knopped stem on flared 
base; 9 1/2 in., 3 1/2 in. diam. of base. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 350.00

 

Lot #152: MAYAN JAINA-TYPE FIGURE  
Cloaked female figure wearing a large necklace, 
spool earrings and scarified face decoration; 8 
3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 400.00

 

Lot #153: MIXTEC TERRACOTTA 
SMALL FOOTED CUP  
Slip glazed with black-painted meander and 
wave pattern decoration. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/151.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/152.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/153.htm


Lot #154: PRE-COLUMBIAN GOLD DISK  
With raised boss at center and edged with 
double row of raised bumps; 7 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #155: PRE-COLUMBIAN HOLLOW 
TERRACOTTA FEMALE FIGURE  
With slip glaze, broad formed holding a jug on 
one shoulder, wearing a necklace and earrings; 
7 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

 

Lot #156: TWO PRE-COLUMBIAN HEADS  
One olmecoid-style, the other with large ear 
spools; 2 and 3 in.  
Estimate: $ 150.00 - $ 250.00

Lot #156A: TWO PRE-COLUMBIAN 
TERRACOTTA FEMALE FIGURES 
Colima-style, with red slip glaze and painted 
with white decoration, 6 and 6 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/154.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/155.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/156.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/156a.htm


 

Lot #157: MEZCALA FIGURE  
Standing stone figure with arms crossed, of 
simple stylized-form, on stand; 12 1/2 in. 
Provenance: Covarrubias Collection. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #158: TWO MEZCALA FIGURES  
The larger fragmentary of dark green stone, 
carved in Teotihuacan-style with male genitals, 
smaller quite simply carved; 10 and 4 3/4 in. 
Provenance: Covarrubias Collection. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

Lot #159: SENUFO CARVED WOOD BIRD 
FIGURE  
Carved standing with wings at side and incised 
lines, notched beak and lobed crest, painted with 
white dots and red eye liner; 6 ft. 4 in. x 20 1/2 
x 12 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

Lot #160: AFRICAN CARVED AND 
PAINTED WOOD ANTELOPE HELMET 
MASK  
The elongated neck with white dots on black 
reserves, the crescent head with raised ears and 
horns; 4 ft. 7 1/2 in. x 10 1/4 in. x 10 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/157.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/158.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/159.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/160.htm


 
Lots 161 - 170

Lot #161: BAKOTA RELIQUARY FIGURE  
African wood figure carved with thin metal 
bands, in the form of a stylized flat face, label 
on back: "Reliquaire Bwete figure, Diangetrae 
Bakota-Gabon, Monhongue," 10 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

 

Lot #162: DOGAN MALI CARVED WOOD 
MASK  
The narrow triangular face with overhang 
forehead, narrow nose and mounded cheeks, on 
wrought iron stand; 12 x 5 3/4 x 7 1/2 in. 
Reference: Elsy Leuzinger, Africa, McGraw 
Hill, p. 67; Elsy Leuzinger, The Art of Black 
Africa, NY Graphic Society, 1972 pp. 28, 29, 37 
and 38; William Flagg, African Tribal Images, 
1968, #1 and 2; Geoffrey Parrinder, African 
Mythology, Paul Hamlyn, London, 1967, p. 68. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

 

Lot #163: AFRICAN SLINGSHOT  
Wood in form of double figures, back with 
mask like faces, old label still affixed: Bhule 
tribe, Ivory Coast, Western Africa; 9 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/161.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/162.htm
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Lot #164: AFRICAN INCISED POTTERY 
STORAGE JAR  
The ovoid bowl with horizontal rings and band 
of fluting, the waisted neck beneath swelling 
rim with swags on grid ground, on coiled leaf 
ring stand; 16 1/4 in., approx. 13 3/4 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

 

Lot #165: NEOLITHIC CHINESE JADE 
AXE  
Of simple form with central hole, green jade 
with some altered areas, 7 1/2 x 4 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00

 

Lot #166: CHINESE LADLE WITH JADE 
PANELS  
Bronze, with two rectangular jade panels set 
into its handle, the bowl of the ladle with a relief 
inscription and the backs are carved with tiao 
tieh pattern; 12 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #167: CHINESE SPINACH GREEN 
JADE FOOTED BOWL  
The unembellished hemispherical bowl on ring 
foot; 3 1/2 in., 8 3/4 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/164.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/165.htm
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Lot #168: PAIR OF CHINESE SPINACH-
GREEN JADE FOOTED CUPS  
Each with unembellished tapered sides, on 
hardwood stands; 2 3/8 in., 3 1/8 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 700.00 

Lot #169: CHINESE INLAID JADE DISH  
The shallow footed bowl with gilt rondel and 
fret bands; 1 in., 10 1/4 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 150.00 - $ 250.00

Lot #170: CHINESE CARVED JADEITE 
TABLE SCREEN 
The ovoid panel relief carved with 2 dragons, a 
bat and a flaming pearl, the reverse with 3 deer, 
on hardwood stand; 6 x 4 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 350.00
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Lots 171 - 180

Lot #171: CHINESE CARVED JADEITE 
TABLE SCREEN 
The natural-shaped panel relief-carved with man 
lassoing a horse under pine tree, the other side 
with 3 wild horses, on hardwood stand; 5 1/2 x 
7 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

 

Lot #172: TWO CHINESE CARVED 
HARDSTONE BRUSH WASHERS  
The one agate of leaf-form with roll-over edges 
and fruiting vinework, the other jade of oval 
section with relief carved lions and bats; 1 3/4 x 
5 in. and 1 1/4 x 5 in.  
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #173: CHINESE CARVED JADE 
BRUSH WASHER  
The bowl with flattened ends and pierced foliate 
handles, the rim with sawtooth band above 
wave band; 1 x 6 1/2 in.  
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/171.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/172.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/173.htm


Lot #174: CHINESE BUDDHA HEAD  
6 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #175: AMBER HEAD OF KWAN YIN  
Finely carved with tall ushnisha with small 
seated Buddha figure on top, under a veil which 
covers the back of the entire head; 6 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #176: PAIR OF CHINESE SOAP 
STONE AND GILT-METAL VASES  
Each pierced bowl engraved with paired 
phoenix birds and dragons amidst vinework, the 
beaker neck with gilt characters and the base on 
4 animal head feet; 8 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

 

Lot #177: CHINESE SOFT STONE BRUSH 
WASHER AND TWO ROCK CRYSTAL 
BALLS  
The washer of ovoid cross section molded with 
a gourd, the balls unembellished; washer: 4 5/8 
in., balls: 1 3/4 and 2 1/4 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/174.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/175.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/176.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/177.htm


 

Lot #178: CHINESE ARCHAISTIC 
CARVED SOAPSTONE JAR AND COVER  
The flattened tapered bowl incised with stylized 
branches, flanked by vertical spines and 
elephant head and loose ring handles, the tiered 
cover with tiao tieh head and fret band; 9 3/4 x 5 
1/4 x 2 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #179: CHINESE JADE AND OTHER 
HARDSTONE-MOUNTED BRASS 
MAGNIFYING GLASS AND TWO OTHER 
ARTICLES  
The glass within pierced flowerhead and 
bamboo border with 8 stone cabochons at either 
side, the handle a jui sceptre, on silver ground, 
together with a smaller glass with jade and 
silver handle and a jade-mounted brass letter 
opener; 7 1/8 to 5 1/2 in. 
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

Lot #180: CHINESE CARVED JADITE 
FIGURE OF A PHOENIX, MOUNTED ON 
A LAMPSTAND  
Modeled holding a fruiting branch in beak, on 
giltwood stand carved with flowers and 
rockwork; figure: 5 1/2 in., with stand: 21 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 400.00
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Lots 181 - 190

Lot #181: TWO CHINESE CARVED 
GREEN ROCK CRYSTAL VASES  
The larger of baluster form with beaker neck, 
the other of squat pear-form with some 
amethystine layers at rim; 11 5/8 and 5 5/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00

 

Lot #182: TWO PEKING YELLOW GLASS 
FOOTED VASES  
The larger of baluster-form with everted rim, 
the other of globular form with cylindrical neck; 
10 5/8 in. and 9 3/8 in.  
Estimate: $ 300.00 - $ 500.00

 

Lot #183: ELEVEN PAIRS OF CHINESE 
ENAMEL-MOUNTED SILVER CHOP 
STICKS  
Variously with angular, round or spiral-twist 
handles, each pair joined by chain in turquoise, 
green and blue enamel. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 450.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/181.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/182.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/183.htm


Lot #184: SET OF TEN CHINESE SILVER-
LINED CARVED COCONUT SHELL 
BOWLS  
The exterior carved with pines, fruit trees and 
bamboo, above a tiered lotus base, the interior 
with impressed marks, boxed; 2 1/8 x 3 1/2 in., 
length of box: 21 3/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 250.00 - $ 350.00

 

Lot #185: CHINESE PINK MARBLE 
SCHOLAR'S ROCK  
Of natural vertical ovoid form with 2 diagonal 
clefts, fitted into a hardwood stand; 19 x 12 1/2 
x 7 1/2 in., with stand: 24 in. 
Estimate: $ 1200.00 - $ 1800.00

 

Lot #186: CHINESE VOLCANIC STONE 
SCHOLAR'S ROCK  
Of natural vertical form, pitted and pierced with 
multiple holes, fitted into a hardwood stand; 39 
x 21 x 10 1/4 in., with stand: 45 in. 
Estimate: $ 2500.00 - $ 3500.00

 

Lot #187: CHINESE VEINED MARBLE 
SCHOLAR'S ROCK  
Of natural navette form with pink and maroon 
veining and inclusions, fitted into a hardwood 
base; 7 1/2 x 14 x 5 1/4 in., with stand: 10 7/8 
in.  
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/184.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/185.htm
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Lot #188: CHINESE BLACK STONE 
SCHOLAR'S ROCK  
Of natural eroded form; 20 1/2 x 14 x 11 in.  
Estimate: $ 2000.00 - $ 3000.00

Lot #189: CHINESE RED LAVA ROCK 
SCHOLAR'S ROCK 
Of natural vertical form with pitted surface and 
pierced with holes, fitted into a hardwood stand; 
16 1/2 x 8 1/2 x 5 1/2 in., with stand: 19 3/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 1000.00

Lot #190: CHINESE VEINED BLACK 
STONE SCHOLAR'S ROCK  
Of natural eroded and pitted form, pierced with 
openings, fitted into a hardwood stand; 10 1/2 x 
16 x 4 1/2 in., with stand: 12 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00
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Lots 191 - 200

Lot #191: CHINESE CREAM MARBLE 
SCHOLAR'S ROCK 
Of natural form, pierced with holes, fitted into a 
rootwood stand; 8 x 5 x 3 in. 
Estimate: $ 400.00 - $ 600.00

 

Lot #192: CHINESE VEINED CREAM 
MARBLE SCHOLAR'S ROCK 
Of natural vertical form, pierced with multiple 
holes, fitted into a hardwood stand; 17 x 8 1/2 x 
5 1/2 in., with stand: 21 in. 
Estimate: $ 700.00 - $ 1000.00

 

Lot #193: CHINESE BLACK MARBLE 
SCHOLAR'S ROCK WITH RED 
LAYERED AREAS 
Of flattened natural form, fitted on a hardwood 
stand; 16 x 11 x 3 1/2 in., with stand: 17 in. 
Estimate: $ 600.00 - $ 800.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/191.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/192.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/193.htm


Lot #194: CHINESE CREAM STONE 
SCHOLAR'S ROCK  
Of natural form, pierced with holes, fitted into a 
hardwood base; 22 x 13 x 7 1/2 in., with stand: 
28 1/8 in. 
Estimate: $ 1200.00 - $ 1800.00

Lot #194A: CHINESE VEINED MARBLE 
SCHOLAR'S ROCK 
Of natural cantelevered form, pitted and pierced 
with central hole, fitted into a rootwood stand; 7 
1/2 x 9 1/2 x 6 1/4 in. 
Estimate: $ 500.00 - $ 800.00

 

Lot #195: PAIR OF HAN MOTTLED 
BRONZE FISH VASES  
Of pointed flattened pear-form applied with 
loose ring handles, mottled verdigris, aubergine 
and gilt surface; approx. 11 7/8 x 9 1/4 x 6 in. 
Provenance: Michael Goedhuis, London. 
Estimate: $ 3000.00 - $ 5000.00

 

Lot #196: PAIR OF CHINESE GILT-
BRONZE HANDLES  
In form of tiao tieh masks with a small human 
figure between the stylized eyes, with pull ring; 
possibly Archaic Chinese, Eastern Chou 
Dynasty; 7 1/2 in. each. 
Estimate: $ 5000.00 - $ 7000.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/194.htm
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Lot #197: TWO CHINESE ARCHAISTIC 
BRONZE SUNBURST MIRRORS  
Each with raised central boss and concentric 
bands with characters, fluting and reeding, 
mirror plates lacking; 8 1/2 and 6 in. diam. 
Provenance: Warren E. Cox Associates, Inc. 
Collection, N.Y. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

 

Lot #198: ARCHAISTIC BRONZE SMALL 
TRIPOD CENSER 
The squat spherical bowl on tiao tieh headed 
legs, the pierced cover centering a fu dog with 
paw on ball; 5 1/2 in., approx. 3 3/8 in. diam. 
Estimate: $ 100.00 - $ 200.00

Lot #198A: TWO BRONZE FIGURES OF 
BUDDHA 
Both in sitting position with right hand up, one 
holding jug in left as an offering; 11 3/4 x 7 1/2 
x 5 in. and 8 1/2 x 6 1/4 x 5 in. 
Estimate: $ 200.00 - $ 300.00

Lot #199: CHINESE MING DYNASTY 
BRONZE CENSER  
With archaic fret designs, with twist handles, 
sitting on accompanying base; 7 1/2 x 4 1/2 x 3 
in., base: 1 3/4 x 4 1/2 x 4 1/2 in.  
Estimate: $ 4000.00 - $ 6000.00

http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/197.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/198.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/198a.htm
http://www.stairgalleries.com/auction/06-21-08/lots/101-200/199.htm


Lot #199A: PAIR OF CHINESE HUANG 
HUALI ARMCHAIRS 
ach horseshoe shape top rail and arms above 
spoon-shape splat with relief-carved medallion, 
the woven paneled seat on round legs joined by 
arched braces and box stretchers; 38 x 25 1/2 in. 
Provenance: From the estate of Fernando 
Sanchez. 
Estimate: $ 800.00 - $ 1200.00

Lot #200: CHINESE POLYCHROME 
FIGURE OF A PRIEST  
The standing figure with hands joined in prayer, 
wearing crown, centering top knot and flowing 
robes; 48 3/4 x 13 x 11 in.  
Estimate: $ 1000.00 - $ 1500.00
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